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NEW
PRESIDENT
s.
Brock Blomberg will assume Ursinus presidency in July
Brian Thomas
brthomas@ursinus.edu

Photo courtesy of Ursinus College
Communications

S. Brock Blomberg is the dean of
the Robert Day School of Economics and Finance at Claremont
McKenna College. He graduated
from the University of Tampa and
received his Ph.D from Johns
Hopkins, and will officially take
office at Ursinus on July 1.

Brock Blomberg's first job after obtaining his PhD was at the
Federal Reserve Bank of New
York City. After sitting at his
desk and "thinking big thoughts
and occasionally writing them
down" for a year, he realized that
he missed teaching and academia.
He took a job at Wellesley College and never looked back.
Blomberg, who is the dean of
the Robert Day School of Economics and Finance at Claremont
McKenna College, has been
named the seventeenth president
of Ursinus. He is a noted economist whose work centers on the
economics of terrorism, and has
held positions on the President's
Council of Economic Advisors,
the Federal Reserve Board of
Governors, and the International
Monetary Fund and World Bank.
His appointment at Ursinus is effective on July 1.
On one of his visits to Ursinus during the selection process,
Blomberg snuck in on a campus

tour. The student leading the tour
told him a story that Blomberg
said cemented his attraction to
Ursinus. The student was taking
a philosophy course that had been
assigned a challenging text by the
philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche.
The instructor of the course
called the student out, asking ifhe
had read the text, and the student
admitted that they had been struggling. The professor tore up the
lesson plans, sat down and carefully walked the class through the
text.
"It showed the very strong
empathy that faculty have for
students- they're not there for
themselves, they ' re there for the
students. It also shows a strong
sense of courage from the students that they feel bold enough
to ask the faculty questions and
can communicate in an effective way. That 's the foundation
of really good learning," said
Blomberg. "The students here are
a very wide-eyed, earnest, hardworking and curious group."
According to Michael Marcon,
'86 and chair of the presidential

search committee, over 100 people applied for the position . After a series of interviews and reviews, this pool was narrowed to
four finalists who were invited to
two-hour long interviews where
they were questioned about their
vision for Ursinus as well as their
credentials . They also faced an
hour's worth of questions from
the committee. "Brock was the
overwhelming choice of the
committee," said Marcon . "We
had more discussion on the finer
points of that and came out of the
deliberation with the unanimous
opinion that we should recommend him for further referencing."
This led to another period of
intensi ve background checks and
meetings between Blomberg and
additional constituencies at Ursinus, including faculty, students
and alumni. During this period,
Blomberg had the opportunity
to make sure that Ursinus was a
good fit for him as well. "He was
incredibly enthusiastic that it was
a great fit for him," said Marcon.
The criteria for evaluating the

candidates came from a series of
discussions that the board had
prior to commencing the search,
Marcon said . "We wanted someo~e first and foremost who appreciated Ursinus ' DNA ," he said .
He described the 'Ursinus DNA'
as having a strong core in the sciences , a ' liberal arts plus ' education, and having a large amount
of first-generation, working-class
students in attendance.
"We weren't looking to change
direction, we weren 't looking to
shift gears, we wanted someone
who appreciated Ursinus ' DNA ,"
said Marcon. The committee
was also trying to find someone
who would continue the momentum of the late president Bobby
Fong's strategic plan, and someone who would complement the
current staff. They were searching for someone who would be
able to commit to Ursinus for a
long period of time. Finally, they
were looking for someone with
a diverse set of experiences outSee Blomberg on pg . 2

Katz receives Spanish award
Maddie Mathay
mamathay@ursinus.edu

Senior Eliana Katz received
the Janice Bond Award for her excellence in Latin American studies as well as her involvement in
Hispanic Communities. Katz is a
Spanish and Biology double major.
Katz has been learning Spanish since the first grade and has
a strong foundation in the lan:guage.
"In high school I became inter..ested in going to another country
that speaks Spanish and learning
more about the rainforest," Katz

said.
Katz's Summer Fellows project, "Defending Forest Livelihoods: Understanding forest
Change and its social Implications in Nicaragua," combined
both interests in Latin America
and the rainforest. Katz worked
on her project with Dr. Patrick
Hurley that studies the "connection between forest change and
their livelihood in the Nicaraguan
tropical forest," Katz said.
Katz's Summer Fellows research is not the only research
she has done on Latin America.
Katz's senior seminar focused on
the "mixing of racial and ethnic

groups in Argentina and Cuba,
two countries that have very different histories in this regard."
"I have never been so challenged ideologically or linguistically," Katz said.
Along with her senior seminar,
she has an internship at which she
is able to speak in Spanish. This
internship involves recelvmg
messages in Spanish and returning the calls, as well as helping
patients with non-medical problems.
"Through being there, I am
See Katz on pg. 2
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Senior Eliana Katz received the Janice Bond Award for her dedication
in Latin American studies. Katz has done extensive research on Latin
America since she began her Summer Fellows project in the summer
of 2014.
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DC receives STEM grant
Max Bicking
mabicking@ursinus.edu
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The commencement ceremony this year will honor the late Bobby
Fong as well as Suzanne Fong.

Commencement
will honor F ongs
Phoebe French
phfrench@ursinus.edu
This year at Baccalaureate and
Commencement, Ursinus will
honor the late president Dr. Bobby Fong and his family.
Suzanne Fong will be this
year's commencement speaker.
"Suzanne did such an incredible
job speaking to the campus on
the day that Bobby passed away
that I began to think about her as
a commencement speaker," said
interim president Terry Winegar.
"Last I talked to her, she was talking about topics such as resilience
and perseverance, which I think
would be very meaningful coming from her."
It was then decided that Bobby
Fong and Suzanne Fong would
receive honorary Baccalaureate
degrees. "This way, they would
graduate with the class, and that
felt incredibly right to me," saId
Winegar, "so that was the plan
that I put forward and that was
the plan that the board approved."
The current plan for graduation is that all degrees will be
awarded to students and then the

last two degrees awarded will go
to Suzanne and Bobby Fong . Suzanne will pick up hers and one of
their ons will receive Bobby's.
'The start of the idea on how
to recognize Bobby as well as Suzanne at Commencement really
began when Rachel Brown interviewed me for the Grizzly right
after Bobby died," said Winegar.
"As I was talking with her, I was
very strongly reminded about the
connection between Bobby Fong
and this graduating class."
The class of 2015 was Bobby
Fong's first freshmen class.
"They arrived on campus together; he was the only president
they ever knew and all of them
have personal stories about him,"
said Winegar.
There were other ideas to
honor Bobby at commencement
as well. "At one point we had the
crazy idea that we would get this
life size cut out of Bobby and I
would stand behind it and had
them their diplomas," said Winegar, "that way they would be able
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Ursinus plans to emphasize
recruitment
of academically
promising students who wish to
pursue studies in STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) fields and demonstrate financial need . Through a
new, almost six hundred thousand
dollar National Science Foundation grant, the college will bring
in these students and assist them
in completing majors in biology,
biochemistry, and neuroscience.
The grant is titled "Supporting
Inclusive Excellence in Biology, Biochemistry, and Neuroscience ."
In a world of technological
growth, careers in STEM fields
are increasingly important. To
ucceed in our globalized, technology-based society, students
are encouraged to pursue STEM
studies in much greater depth than
in the past. The National Science
Foundation projects that in the
next decade, there will be I million more STEM jobs in America
than people to fill them . There is
a national need for STEM graduates.
Ursinus has a long tradition
of science education. Through
collaborations with other Uni-

Blomberg continued from pg. 1
sjde of academia. "I can say with
complete certainty that everybody coalesced around Brock,"
said Marcon .
"He brings an incredible energy," said Alan Novak, chair of
the board of trustees and an Ursinus alum. "The thing that comes
through in meetings with him is
his energy, his enthusiasm."
Blomberg, who was a first
generation college student and
served in the military, fits in well
with the Ursinus community, ac-

versities, professors who perform
research in their fields, and extensive labs and other resources, Ursinus provides a place for science
students to thrive in a liberal arts
environment.
Dr. Rebecca Kohn has for
years developed STEM programs
at Ursinus . Some of Kohn's past
grants include a National Science
Foundation CAREER grant with
the goal of encouraging interest
among female and minority students in biology research, and an
NSF RUI grant which provided
scholarships for minority students
to pursue summer research in her
laboratory. She leads the new
five-year grant.
"In addition to scholarships,"
Kohn said, "funds from the grant
will be used to run programs including, co-curricular intensive
advising, a program to support
successful transitions between the
first and second semesters of biology, development of inclusive
teaching in some introductory
science courses, and career and
professional development planning." These programs will help
students both inside and outside
the classroom - professors and
advisors will be able to connect
on a more personal level with
students, resources will grow,

and students will have a greater
exposure to careers or higher
education in STEM through Career Services. The strength of the
project, she said, "lies in its COOrdinated approach."
The grant will fund the Supporting Inclusive Excellence
(SIE) project, which will support
30 academically talented students
over the five-year grant period
who demonstrate financial need
as they complete majors in biology, biochemistry, or neuroscience. It will provide them with
the extensive new educational
resources in STEM, and connect
them to programs and careers in
which they can succeed in the
future. An assessment of the SIE
project will be shared with other
institutions so that they can develop successful approaches to
supporting high-achieving lowincome students. Other students
on campus will also benefit from
some of these supports.
Charlene Wysocki is director
of research and sponsored programs at Ursinus. She hopes the
new grant, which she developed
alongside Kohn, will "help meet
this need through students who
are more likely to stay in our region as well as through students
who will be more mobile."

cording to Novak. "He is what so
many Ursinus alums and students
are- somebody who came up in
a tough setting as a youth whose
life was dramatically changed for
the better by a Ii beral arts education," said Novak.
Blomberg , who is an advocate
for affordable education, was
drawn to Ursinus in part because
of its commitment to financial diversity. "In our world of increasing inequality, looking for ways
to bridge the gap is very appealing," said Blomberg.
"It's something a lot of institutions aspire to but struggle to

deliver on because it's not part of
their mission or it's too expensive
to do," Blomberg said. "It seems
from Ursinus' inception that this
has really been the mission, and
it's never really a question of
whether it's expensive. It's too
expensive not to do it."
Blomberg will be vlsltmg
campus on Thursday to introduce
himself and will officially assume
office on July 1. «I look forward
to listening and learning. That's
the sort of stuff I'm interested
in," Blomberg said. "I'm excited
about coming."
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Main Street safety is addressed What's the origin of
Briana Mullan
brmullan@ursinus.edu

Ursinus College has had a
number of incidents on Main
Street involving students in the
past few months, and students are
expressing concerns about their
safety.
Although the law is that students need to be in the crosswalk
in order for cars to be legally obligated to yield, some students are
unaware of this rule, while others
are and blame ignorant drivers.
Some students feel that nothing is
being done to improve their level
of safety.
Ursinus alumna Cason Walker
admits that she herself was guilty
of assuming cars would stop as
she crossed Main Street during
her time as a student at Ursinus.
She said that now, as a commuter,
it's hard to see people, especially
at night or if they are wearing
dark clothing. Walker feels that
another light should be added to
Main Street.
Cat Wilson, a sophomore, said
that she's afraid to cross the street
at any time during the day. "One
night during the first semester, I
was in the middle of the crosswalk when a car was speeding
towards me. They slammed their
breaks at the last minute when
they saw me. The following car
had enough time to stop, but the
third car did not, ahd it caused a
three-car pileup." Wilson says
that although she wasn't hurt 'durFongs continued from pg. 2

to get their diploma from Bobby."
Many UC students have many
fond memories of Bobby Fong.
"On the day of pie Phi Psi,
President Fong walked up to
our table and after we explained
that we were raising money for
our sorority, he donated a dollar
and I volunteered myself to get
pied," said junior Safiena Amzad.
"He hesitated at first, but after I
assured him I was used to it, he
finally pied me and got his colleague to donate and do it too.
President Fong always made it
a point to bond with the Ursinus
community and this example is
just one of many that I'm sure
other students have and will remember him by."
"He was always so sweet," said
senior Kelly Anderson. "Whenever he was walking Ursus, he'd
always stop to talk to us."
In another effort com memo-

ing this incident, she considers
herself lucky to have not been.
Assisant director of campus
safety and community standards
Alex Wiltz said that there have
been two reported accidents on
Main Street resulting in student
injury during this academic year,
both during the fall semester. According to Wiltz, one accident
was the fault of the driver, while
the other was the fault of the pedestrian.
"We're trying to figure out
what to do," said Wiltz. "We're
working on a grant right now to
try to get some improvements
done." Part of these improvements, according to Wiltz, is
lighting, as well as potential bollard-and-chain set-ups in order
to better direct pedestrian traffic.
"Ideally, we'd love to do a pedestrian overpass... but right now
it's just not going to happe~."
One of the biggest issues that
Ursinus is facing right now, accordihg to Wiltz, is the fact that
Main Street is considered a state
highway. As such, the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) has jurisdiction over Main Street. Safety
additions, such as speedbumps,
reflective crosswalks, and stoplights, are nearly impossible to
install because of this legislation.
Wiltz emphasized that PennDOT,
the Borough of Collegeville, and
Ursinus all have to come to an
agreement before any changes
rate Bobby, seniors Christine
Saraco, Chelsea Nemeth, and
Audrey Whitebloom designed
pins for the senior class to wear at
graduation. The round pin looks
like a baseball with red stitches to
represent Bobby's basebaIl interest. It is printed with the phrase
"Go Bears," a phrase that Bobby
was known for saying.
As is tradition for presidents,
Ursinus also plans to unveil a portrait of Bobby in the near future.
"I think it is a fitting way for
the college to recognize both
of [the Fongs] and I think it's a
meaningful experience for our
graduates who always assumed
that he would be part of their
graduation," said Winegar.
"Bobby was a powerful influence on Ursinus College in the
short time that he was here," said
Winegar, "And I think that is an
important thing to recognize and
pay respect to."

are;i~:ze'said
.that the. Campus C
'
Safety office
working on a
IS

campaign, which includes si'gns
around campus, to make students
more aware of Main' Street crossing safety. Wiltz reported that
SEPTA did cooperate with Ursinus in moving their bus stops after students complained that their
location was blocking visibility
of students to drivers, and vice
versa.
Previously, signs were put
into place in order to make· drivers more' aware of students, but
according to Wiltz, they were removed by the Borough, who felt
that the signs caused more accidents. Wiltz said that he wasn't
working at Ursinus when these
signs were present, but feels that
any signage would be a pusitive
addition to Main Street.
Wiltz encourages students to
be more careful when crossing,
be sure that cars have come to a
complete st0r> before crossing,
and to take their time. "I know
that a lot of times students are in
a hurry, and I know that I've been
in that situation where I just need
to get across the street, but saving
a few seconds isn't worth getting
hit."
Wiltz said typically one to two
students are hit yearly, and emphasized that the Campus Safety
office will continue to advocate
for steps to be taken to continue
to improve student safety.

Katz continued from pg . 1

improving the care that Latino
population receives, because the
language barrier disappears."
Katz received fhe award on
April 16, at the Union Transfer in
Philadelphia with Dr. Teresa Ko
of the modern language department who also nominated her for
the award. Being there was great
because "I was able to speak
Spanish with a lot of professional and I was able to express my
interest in being able to work in
an environment using my Spanish to communicate." Katz would
like to express her thanks to Ko
for being an incredible mentor,
as well as nominating her for this
award.
Katz is extremely grateful for
everything Spanish has brought
to her. "Spanish means a lot to
me. Having the ability to connect
with people through language has
changed my life."

ollegevlelle's name?
Phoebe French
phfrench@ursinus.edu

The area between Trappe
and the Perkiomen Bridge went
through many different names before it was decided that it would
be called Collegeville. After
countless years of quarrels ~e
tween residents, the town was finally named for all of the learning
institutions built here.
"It seems like the first documented name for this area was
Perkiomen Bridge," said Manni
McNeil, a member of the Trappe
Historical Society Museum Com"
mittee and Ross Library project.
"But the name kept changing and
people were always fighting over
it."
The Edward Lane family built
the Old Perkiomen Bridge Hotel
in 1701 and thus the area adopted
the name "Perkiomen Bridge."
Soon after, residents and surrounding peoples called the area
Townsend because it was mostly
farmland and marked the end of
Trappe.
A post office called "Freeland"
was authorized in 1850 for the
use of the population who lived
in the area midway between the
Perkiomen Bridge and Trappe.
The name Townsend had disappeared and the dispute was now
between calling the area Perkio"
men Bridge or Freeland.
The dispute was not put to rest
until the Perkiomen branch of the
Reading Railroad for the area was
completed and the station was
named Collegeville in 1868. Who
originally chose the name is not
clear but the name was adopted
"in honor of all the colleges lo~
cated there," as indicated by the
state highway marker.
From the beginning, it was
made clear that the area held
education in high esteem. According to Historical Society
of Montgomery Country Pennsylvania Sketches, Volume III,
the area was largely dominated
by a German population and in
the 1750's, and one of the eight
charity schools for educating and
teaching the English language to
the German youth in Pennsylvania was located in Trappe.
Education in Collegeville began in a log cabin on the farm of
Andrew Todd, whose sixty-two
acres are now part of the Ursinus
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College campus . In 1832 the log
cabin was replaced with a onestory house of stone that served
as an elementary subscription
school until 1844, when the township finally accepted the state's
General Public System of Educa. tion act of 1834. Th~ school then
became known as the Freeland
Public School . This building was
used until a two-story building
was built about 30 years later
on what is now 5th Avenue. The
Freeland School was in use until
the Collegeville Borough School
was built in 1897.
This new brick school housed
students attending first through
tenth grades. This marked the first
time that there were high school
grades. The Independent of June
1. 1900 said, "the second annual
commencement of Collegeville
High School will be held at Bomberger Hall." By 1938, the school
was so overcrowded that Trappe
and Collegeville decided to create
a joint schooling system.
According to Montgomery
County: The second hundred
years, private education in Collegeville dates back to 1848, when
Abraham Hunsicker founded the
Freeland Seminary School for
Boys. In 1869 Ursin us bought the
seminary and made it into the preparatory department of the new
college. Called Freeland Hall, it
was the only building of the college ' for some years . Freeland
Hall was razed in 1968 to make
room for Myrin Library.
In 1849 J. Warrene Sunderland
and Abraham Hunsicker founded
the Montgomery Female Seminary on the end of what is now
Glenwood Avenue. On Oct. 27,
1851, it was made into Pennsylvania Female College, or what it
was affectionately called, "Dear
old Glenwood." In the 29 years
the four-year liberal arts college
was in operation, over 2,500
women attended.
When Pennsylvania Female
College closed in 1880, Ursinus
admitted women into its college
courses. In 1884, Minerva Weinberger, daughter or Dean J. Shelley Weinberger of Ursinus, was
the first woman to attend Ursinus.
A round, stone gazebo currently sits at the end of Glenwood
Avenue dedicated to Sunderland,
a co-founder of the Female College.
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Sustainability
tent returning for
move-out days
Kristen Costello
krcostello@ursinus.edu

Photo courtesy of Andrew Tran

GSA president Madelyn Franklin addresses a group of students who gathered to celebrate the GSA's 25
anniversary on Apr. 22.

Ursinus' GSA celebrates
25 years on campus
Caitlin Tillson
catillson@ursinus.edu

Last week marked the 25 year
anni versary of the Gender and
Sexuality Alliance (GSA) club on
Ursinus' campus. It was founded
in 1990, and when club members
requested funding from AFAC for
the first time in 1991, there were
many complaints because Ursinus was "too small" of a school to
have a club, according to Madelyn Franklin, current GSA president.
Fast forward to 2015, where
GSA is a well-established and
respected club on campus. With
their 25th "birthday" on campus,
members celebrated on Wednesday, April 22 with speeches from
some executive members and
Jordan Toy, a birthday serenade
from the Bearitones, and a birthday cake.

Franklin described how GSA
has impacted her life by facilitating many important conversations that have made her both
more comfortable with herself
and with the people around her.
Another member on the GSA executive board, Linden Hicks, said
that the club definitely impacted
his life, and explained, "I really
like having that safe space to be
around people of like minds."
Hicks elaborated on his experience with GSA both as a freshman member and as an executive
member. "At first, it was a place
to get situated in the general
campus setting, with people. who
knew how to address different
concerns I had ... Then, I became
an exec board member and I was
given an opportunity to give back
by helping others and promoting
discussion."
When asked what she feels is

one of the major impacts GSA
has had at Ursinus, Franklin
said, "I think the biggest impact
we've made on campus this year
is showing the rest of the campus
that plenty of queer people exist
on campus, and we're just normal
people like everyone else ... The
GSA has become a safe space for
so many individuals and my goal
is to continue to make Ursinus a
safe space as a whole."
Hicks emphasized the many
ways GSA has influenced campus
decisions regarding LGBTQIA
life on campus. GSA helped create a Campus Safety resource
called the LGBTQIA Connection,
which helps with community efforts. Faculty and staff also all
have Ally Training and receive
See GSA on pg. 5

It started as a capstone project
in an environmental studies class
six years ago. Now, Sustainable
Move-Out is an Ursinus tradition. Every year, students bring
the books, clothes, furniture, and
electronics they don't want to a
white tent set up outside of BPS.
Students, faculty, and staff can go
to the tent and take any of these
items for free . Anything that's
not picked up gets donated or recycled .
Sustainable Move-Out will
take place from May 8 to May 15.
Students can drop off and pick
up items from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m .
This year, there will also be five
outdoor collection bins by each
of the main dorm buildings on
campus and barrels located in the
Main Street houses. These extra

drop-off si tes for iterns were created to make the process easier
and more convenient for students.
according to sustainability coordinator Brandon Hoover.
"We started this to divert all of
these useable items from the landfills," Hoover said. "It's a great
way to get rid of the stuff that you
don't want anymore in an environmentally friendly manner."
The bins and barrels for collection are being used this year
because in previous years. there
have been problems with overflowing dumpsters and garbage cans in the residence halls.
Hoover hopes that the new collection bins will help solve this
problem .
"They're good for us to use because they can be easily spotted,"
Hoover said. "A lot of people
See Tent on pg.5

Word on the Street
How do you think Greek life affects Ursinus culture?
"Although I didn't think it was for me necessarily, I understand the benefits and know it's a place where you
can meet new friends and talk to people you probably
wouldn't have otherwise known."

-Sam Keoonela, 2017
"I think a lot of people think that they're obnoxious,
but really it's just a tightly-knit community that offers
activities for everyone."
-Rebeca Torruella, 2017
"It's been a great experience for me because I have
bonded so much with people and am a part of a
great community."
-Aina Lusis, 2017
"Even though I am not in a sorority, I can see how
sports teams are similar in that they create long lasting friendships. Through all the great times together,
great friendships are made."
-Lauren Chavis, 2017
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Breakaway student shows
performing this weekend
Brian Thomas
brthomas@ursinus.edu

On May 1 and May 2, Breakaway Student Productions will
host this year's one-act play festival. The performances will feature a number of entirely studentproduced one-act plays, and will
happen both nights at 7:30 p.m. in
the Kaleidoscope dress rehearsal
studio.
Breakaway Student Productions is a student group at Ursinus that puts on a larger play in
the fall semester and the one-act
festival in the spring. The group
functions without any faculty
oversight or involvement, giving the students a chance to hone
their directing and production
skills. The students handle everything from lighting to costuming,
and sometimes even write the
plays themselves.
Arthur Robinson, a sophomore, is directing his original
one-act play titled "Sour Graves."
It follows a couple of grave robbers as they break open a coffin
and find the entombed person still
alive.
"It's a play about enjoying life
and the ferocity that is the idea
of death and the funniness that
comes when the two kind of conflict," said Robinson.
Robinson, who has acted in
a nwnber of main stage productions at Ursinus, said that having
the opportunity to direct his own
play was fulfilling because he was
able to collaborate with his peers
and see what is required behind

the scenes.
"You get that same kind of
rush you get as an actor on the
stage, but you get it at a safe distance," said Robinson.
"It's really fun to look at something you created come alive on
the stage," said Robinson .
Lauren Geiger, a sophomore,
is performing in "Sour Graves."
Geiger has never-acted before and
said that Breakaway gave her an
opportunity to try acting in a lowpressure environment.
"I felt like there wasn't a lot
of pressure, at least not as much
pressure as there would be with
a larger production," said Geiger.
"It just seemed like a fun way to
get into acting," said Geiger.
Geiger also mentioned the
unique collabOFative component
of Breakaway.
. "It's a joint creative effort and
we all bring our ideas to the table," said Geiger. ''I'm most looking forward to all of the comedic
exchange that happens between
all the characters."
"It's a really funny play, so
I'm looking forward to delivering a comedic performance with
my fellow cast members," said
Geiger
Another play that will be performed at the festival is "Waiting
for Happiness: A Queer Tragedy,"
written and directed by sophomore Jordan Ostrum.
"It casts aside this image that
mainstream culture has of what it
means to be gay," said Ostrum.
"I show in the piece that it isn't

all fun and games, and that there
are some tragic elements to being
gay because there are some tragic
elements to being human,"said
Ostrum.
"Breakaway is an important
aspect of the Ursinus community
because it allows students to be in
charge of their own theatrical endeavors," said Ostrum.
"I do not know of any instance
in which students have been al lowed to direct or write a main
stage show, and directing and
writing are just as important elements of theater as the acting is.
Students should have the opportunity to get involved with them
as well, which the main stage
shows cannot do," said Ostrum .
Ostrum, who warned that his
piece contained "visceral elements" that some viewers may
find intense, said that Breakaway
offered students a lot more artistic
freedom.
"We're not financially- beholden to popular opinion," said
Ostrum.
Still, Ostrum said that a lot
of the actors who participate in
Breakaway productions are the
same actors who perform on the
main stage.
"We have less notoriety, but I
think a lot of people don't realize
that the acting quality is just as
high as the main stage shows, and
that is why people should come
and see all Breakaway productions," said Ostrum.

GSA continued from pg . 4

other educational supplements
that have helped the campus be
respectful of LGBTQIA students .
GSA has even influenced
housing. Gender-neutral SPINT
housing was partially created by
GSA members who wanted to
live in gender-neutral housing.
This effect is actually extending
further, with the campus currently transitioning to a majority
of housing being gender-neutral.
In general, Franklin feels that
GSA "helps raise awareness and
creates a social outlet for people to
come to ." Aside from the weekly
meetings in Olin 104 where members gather to take part in discussions amongst each other, GSA
also seeks to raise awareness by
facilitating respectful discourse in

general on campus .
This is done partially through
Ally Training, which Hicks explained is a presentation on LGBTQIA terms and concepts . He
also said that the GSA plans to
get their Ally Training five-star
approved next year so that members of Greek life can get credit
for attending it.
Other current news regarding
GSA includes their last event of
the semester, which is being held
on Wednesday, April 29 at 8:30
p.m . It features a speaker who is
also an Ursinus professor: Diane
Amoroso-O'Connor. She will
be discussing Greek and Roman
sexuality- both of which are
well known for accepting homosexuality historically, particularly
in regards to male-male relationships.

1--------------------------Tent continued from pg . 4

are familiar with them because
they're the kinds of bins you'd
see for clothes donations in store
parking lots."
If any items are too big to fit in
the collection bins, they should be
left next to them .
Clothing and household items
will be donated to an organization
called Big Brothers Big Sisters.
Last year, over 800 pounds of
clothes and household items were
donated through this organization. Broken electronics and broken refrigerators that are dropped
off will get recycled.
"I think students should participate in Sustainable Move-Out
because we've partnered with a
well-known and well-respected organization," Hoover said.
"Also, it's convenient for them;
they don't have to drive the big
T.Y. or anything anywhere, we
take care of it for them."

Hoover also said that students
are encouraged to stop by the tent
and take any items that they want.
"It kind of becomes a source
of pride for the students," he said.
"I've heard people talk about how
great it is to get items that people
are just going to throwaway."
Any students can volunteer
to help work during Sustainable
Move-out. There are usually
about 40 student volunteers each
year, and they also encourage students to drop off any items that
they don't want.
"When students bring their
items to the move-out tents they
are limiting their amount of waste
because their items can then be
reused by other students or donated to a good cause," said Alana.
Lorraine, one of this year's
volunteers and a member of Ursinus College Environmental Action. "I think it is an awesome
idea that all campuses should take
part in."

Happening on Campus
Thursday

Friday

Volunteer at UC
Organic Farm,
2:00 p.m.

Seniors pick up
cap and gowns,
10:00 a.m.

Celebration of
Faculty and
Student Scholarship, Creativity,
and Achievement,
Berman, 4:00

Ice cream social
for new English
majors, Lower,
4:00 p.m.

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Give Back to the
Organic Farm, UC
organic farm, 9:00
a.m.

For the Girl
Fashion Show,
Field house, 2:00
p.m.

Last day of classes

Reading Day

Final Exams

CoSA make-up
day, Thursday
Classes

Annual student art
exhibition, Berman

Annual Student
Art Exhibition,
Berman, 12:00
p.m.

Organ Recital
with Zachary
Hemenway,
Bomberger, 4:00
p.m.

A
Beginners
Guide to
Mindfulness
Meditation,
Wellness Center,
5:00 p.m.
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Tuesday

NEW UGroup
Walk, Berman
steps, 1 :00 p.m.

Wednesday
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OPINION

SOPHIE SNAPP
SOSNAPP@URSINUS.EDU

The path to safer Greek organizations at DC
Annie Rus
anrus@ursinus.edu

In March of thi year, video
footage of member of the Sigma
Alpha Ep ilon fraternity at the
University of Oklahoma singing a
raci t chant surfaced and quickly
went viral, sparking a nationwide
conversation about the problematic elements of Greek life and
whether it deserves a place on
college campuses. An investigation by SAE's national office revealed that the members "likely
learned a racist chant while attending a national Leadership
School about four years ago."
The University of Oklahoma responded by disbanding that SAE
chapter, but with similar stories
of organizations behaving badly
popping up all over the nation , it
feels as though de-chartering the
chapter is like putting a Band-Aid
over a wound that needs stitches.
As a member of a Greek organization myself, I feel the reponse by Greeks has been somewhat discomforting . In the wake
of the sudden scrutiny on Greek
life, a "Not All Greeks" rhetoric

focu ing on the po itive a pects
of Greek life has become a standard reaction to accusations of
racism, mi sogyny, exclusionary
attitudes and hazing which too
frequently put Greek organizations in the public eye. In an NPR
interview meant to defend Greek
life , fraternity brothers boasted
about a party that was shut down
for noi se complaints, and in the
same breath espoused their service to the community.
Leadership skills, community
service, and Greek philanthropic
efforts are cited by Greeks as
reasons for the continuation of
Greek life, all of which are posi tive forces-the National Panhellenic Conference, a coalition of
sororities, reported that during
2013-2014 member sorontles
rajsed around $5.8 million dollars
for charity, and in the same year
fraternities in the North American
Inter-fraternity Conference raised
approximately $20.3 million, according to a statement released
by the organization. Yet too infrequently do Greeks address the
issues instead of deflecting criti-

cism with the positives. In light
of recent scandal s and the fact
that there's been at least one hazing-related death per year since
1975-with 82% as a result of
binge drinking, according to USA
Today-it's time to acknowledge
that Greek life needs to change.
There's an emphasis on secrecy and tradition in Greek life
which creates group silence regarding the inner workings of
each organization. Intentional or
not , this social pressure likely
discourages indi vidual members
from speaking publicly about
Greek life in a way that might be
construed as negative .
On the UC campus in particular there seems to be a "culture
of niceness" which dictates that
drawing attention to social issues
perpetuates them, but to change
the negative aspects of Greek
life and its representation in media, Greeks at all schools must
acknowledge the social issues
in the Greek system. By viewing Greek life throughout the US
with a critical eye, members may
recognjze negative , even toxic attitudes similarly present in their
own organizations . The secrecy

of Greek organizations prevents
any outside criticism of events
and practices privy only to members , so this self-diagnosis is necessary for reform .
Of course, recognizing how
these problems manifest is easier
said than done, especially in environments where they may have
long been the norm. Identifying
the issues in Greek life may require students to seek the help of
their school, and of other student
organizations equipped to deal
with such things and willing to
collaborate with them.
To combat negative elements
of Greek life, I propose a mandatory risk management program
be put in place at schools with
active Greek organizations, to be
implemented during what most
schools refer to as New Member
Education (NME). Currently Ursinus is implementing new Five
Star program, which does require
Greek organizations to sustain
risk management programs. Ideally, this would include the discussion of topics such as historical racism and the exclusionary
tendency of Greek life, the rape

culture and misogyny prevalent
in fraternity culture, and how to
recognize hazing and step away
should it happen during NME. As
each organization has specialized
NME practices, leaders in Greek
organizations would have to take
responsibility for integrating the
program into their own NME.
My own experience in a Greek
organization has been overwhelmingly positive and has allowed me to practice networking, management and leadership
skills. Having gajned all this I
can't advocate for the abolishment of the Greek system despite
its flaws, because I believe that
with reformations it can reach its
full potential as a force of good in
the community.
Criticism of Greek life is not
disloyalty, it's an effort to help
Greek organizations adapt for
the future . Given the widespread
attention on toxic elements in
Greek life, many schools may
soon attempt an overhaul of their
Greek life. If Greek organizations
wish to survive, they must change
to meet it.

Greek life is destructive across the United States
Jordan Ostrum
joostruum@ursinus.edu

Ursinus is plagued by an oppressive institution that around
the country cultivates groupthink and chauvinism at every
turn: Greek life. While these organizations are not without their
benefits, I argue that they have
clearly shown to be more destructive than beneficial. These groups
propagate outdated ideas of gender and sexuality, dampen a sense
of individuality, and celebrate
exclusivity and binge drinking.
The majority of people involved
in Greek life are not bad people;
in fact, many of the people that I
cherish most on this campus are
Greek . What I argue is that Greek
life encourages and facilitates
harmful behavior and should be
banned.
The vast majority of Greek life
organizations on our campus contri bute to the harmful, cisnormative bifurcation of gender. Fraternities, the epitome of inner-circle
male privilege, inherently harm

women because women are not
allowed access to the organization . How can frats be expected
to truly respect a group of people
if they are never .given full and
complete access to their perspective? We don't expect Congress,
composed of less than 20 percent
women, to be fully cognizant of
women's issues, so how could we
expect the self-governing body of
a frat to do the same, composed of
o percent women? Gender exclusive frats truly are the worst of the
bunch, with, according to CNN,
three scientific studies proving
that men who join frats are three
times as likely to rape as those
who don't. Sororities too contribute to the cisnormative gender binary by welcoming only women
identifying members.
However, making Greek life
gender neutral would not solve all
of its problems. Most of the Greek
organjzations that I know are
little more than glorified drinking clubs . Sure, these groups do
some good. Members participate

in community service. Somehow,
though, I doubt that's why most
people spend an arduous month
pledging. If people just want to
drink and have a sense of comradery, that's fine. But we shouldn't
make it so exclusive. We can keep
Reimert and its parties and its
special suites, but let's dump the
paddles and chants.
Pledging is an issue in and of
itself. A rose by any other name,
New Member Education requires
students to spend inordinate
amounts of time learnjng about
their organization and its members . Students undergo secret
rituals and must perform a variety
of tasks in order to be made a part
of the group.
True, every group has its
unique way of doing things-in
the theatre we do a special set of
warm-ups before each show.
What I take issue with js the
secrecy. Transparency fosters accountability, something Greek
life organizations clearly lack.
Hazing remains the biggest issue

caused by this lack of transparency. According to stophazing.
org, 90 percent of victims of hazing don't recognize that they are
being hazed and 95 percent sajd
that they did not report hazing to
a campus official. Greeks clearly
have shown themselves incapable
of conducting pledging in an appropriate fashion. Even if done
correctly, I argue that pledging is
unnecessary and inherently exclusive .
And what of the sense of community that Greek life creates?
What of "Once a Greek Always
a Greek"? Well, people change.
People make mistakes. Organizations should structure themselves
so that members are free to leave
or remain as they please without serious social consequences,
something Greek life fails to do.
Because when groups become so
tight-knit and cultish that membership is expected for life, nasty
consequences arise. Greek life
offers protection for people that
commit egregious errors and mor-
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ally despicable crimes. We cannot
keep grasping at straws, pretending that rape culture and Greek
life don't overlap.
People I know argue that Greek
life provides a support system for
those who might not otherwise
have one. As a queer man who
struggles with depression and
anxiety, I recognize the importance of a support system.
The nearly 100 other clubs and
organizations on campus fulfill
thjs role without the exclusivity,
gender discrimination and hazing present in Greek life. What's
more, the Wellness Center, Active Minds, and your RA serve
as a resource for your emotional
wellbeing.
Keeping Greek life around will
only continue to harm our campus
and its students. I recognize that
banning Greek life won't eradicate rape culture or wipe out cissexism. But it will chip away at
both, and therefore I call on the
administration to permanently
ban all forms of Greek life.
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Local alum helps bolster DC softball program
Heather Boyer (96, coach of Upper Dublin HS softball, has sent thr~e players she s coached to UC
Jon Vander Lugt
jovanderlugt@ursinus.edu

Photo courtesy of Jon Vander Lugt

Heather Boyer coaching third base at Upper Dublin on Wednesday,
April 22 against Springfield Township HS.

Recruiting for an a.thletic program at a Division III school isn't
always the easiest, so any advant-age that a coach can get helps.
It's particularly useful when
an alumna coaches a local program-and that's exactly wpat
Ursinus softball has down the
road at Upper Dublin high school
in Fort W.ashington.
·Only about 40 minutes away,
Heather Boyer, who played between 1993 and 1996 for UC,
coaches the school's softball
team. Last year, she pointed local
standout Rachel Hyman toward
Ursinus, and another UD Cardinal, Rachel Matricardi, will don
an Ursinus softball jersey as a
freshman next year.
Boyer had quite a run at UC.
The team had a 33-game winning
streak during her tenure, as well
as a handful of Centennial championships.
"We were pretty successful
while 1 was there," Boyer said. "It
was a lot of fun."
"Obviously, Ursinus holds a
special place in my heart," Boyer
said. "I played ball all four years
there. Every time 1 see a kid with
good softball ability and good academic skill, 1 always throw that
bone out there."
Hyman, the most recent UD
product to take the field at UC;
has been on a tear all season.
She's currently hitting .350 and
getting on base at an almost 43
percent clip.
"I've done that for not just
Upper Dublin kids," Boyer said,
"but also (travel ball) kids that 1
coach."
The first baseman at Neshaminy high school (which is about an
hour away) is another one of the
players on Boyer's travel team

that she mentioned is headed toward UC.
Boyer said she actually hasn't
met Ursinus head coach Samantha Campo in person, but is still
happy to funnel athletes to her
alma mater.
"I want to try to promote good
student athletes to come to a place
that 1 love," Boyer said.
Matricardi was short on words,
but offered up a couple of reasons
that she was .pulled toward UC.
"I liked the psychology department," the sciences-bound Matricardi said. "As well as the health
and wellness education program."
"I'm thinking of double majoring," she went on. "I liked the athletic part of it as well. The coach
(Samantha Campo), she seemed
nice."

She said that while she's not
particularly close with Hyman,
they do talk on occasion and that
she thinks that the fact that she'll
be playing with somebody that
she knows from high school will
help the adjustment pr~cess.
Matricardi catches for the Cardinal s, and that's the position she
plans to playas a Bear. Ursinus
already has two catchers on the
roster (junior Shelby Edelson
and freshman Sarah Berardo), so
she'll have her work cut out for
her.
"I thought Ursinus would be a
good fit for Rachel," Boyer said .
"It's far enough away, but close
enough that her parents can come
watch games, or that I can come
watch games."
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Matricardi (above) will look to stay at catcher throughout her college
career. Currently, she's one of just a few upperclassmen on her team .

Last Week's Results as of Monday, April 20:
MIW Lax (12-2/4-13)
M: April 25 vs. Haverford
UC: 12, Haverford: 7
Jake Weber: 4 goals
Gerard Brown: 1 goal, 3 assists

W: April 25

@ Muhlenberg

UC: 12, Muhlenberg: 20
Franny Liberatoscioli: 3 goals
Emma Ebert: 3 goals
Amy Kohout: 2 goals, 3 assists

Baseball (18-15)

Softball (13-18)

April 25 vs. McDaniel
UC: 2, McDaniel: 8
UC: 3, McDaniel: 5

April 27 vs. Immaculata
UC: 6, Immaculata: 5
Delia Mercurio: 2-for-4,2RBI

April 27 vs. New York U.
UC: 8,NYU: 5

UC: 4, Immaculata: 1
Kaitlyn Willis (W): 7lP, lR,2K
Delia Mercurio: l-for-3,2R,
IRBI

Avery Perez: 3-for-3, 2RBI
Chris Jablonski: l-for-3,2RBI

W/M Tennis (14-6/11-9)
W: April 20 vs-o Albright
UC: 7, Albright: 2
April 23 vs. Bryn Mawr
UC: 9, Bryn Mawr: 0
April 25 vs. McDaniel
UC: 9, Bryn Mawr: 0
The women's tennis team
clinched a berth in the Centennial
playoffs.

Conner Moriarty (W): SIP, 3R
M: April 25 vs. Muhlenberg
UC: 6, Muhlenberg: 3
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W/M Golf

MIW Track

Centennial championship meet:

April 25: Lions Invite @ TCNJ

M: 7th overall; Russell Hill
finished 6th individually

M: Jospeh Iuliucci finished 5th in
the 5000 meter run. Drew Mackin
finished 7th in the 400.

W: 6th overall; Becky Honor
finished 15th individually

W: 4xlOO-relay of Chloe
Johnson-Hyde, Kristen Prijs,
Ca eIjne Buczek, and Erin Farrell finls'1ted 2nd.
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JON VANDER LUGT
JOVANDERLUGT@URSINUS.EDU
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Senior Jake Weber, above, leads the Bears in goals and points, with 27 and 42, respectively.

One more goal
After their best regular season in recent memory, head coach
Jamie Steele and the men s lax team have their eyes on more
Hunter Gellman
hugellman@ursinus.edu

The 2015 Bear's men lacrosse
team is having a banner season.
With a recoro of 12-2, they are
going into their final portion of
the competitIOn season - the
Centennial, and hopefully the
NCAA playoffs. With their win
over McDaniel this past weekend, they clinched a home game
in the confernce tourney as the
second seed.
Currently the Bears are ranked
thirteenth in the nation for Division III lacrosse according to the
NCAA. It is a consensus from
coach Jamie Steele, senior captains Ian Moore and Mark Strat-

ton that the two losses the Bears
had were winnable games. The
Bears lost a close game to Getfysburg College 9-7 earlier in the
season, and the Bears are thirsty
for a rematch during the playoffs .
Gettysburg is currently ranked
second in the nation .
The Bears had many high
POInts this year. The Bears defeated Washington College on the
road 14-6. According to Steele,
the class of 2015 had never
beaten the Shoremen, one of last
year's final four teams, during
their tenure.
The Bears had also scored 20
POInts against Muhlenberg this
season, a total that had never been
reached in school history prior.

utes racked up on the field. Over
the course of the season he has
saved nearly twice as many shots
as he's allowed
During the fall pre-season the
Bears had set goal which are now
translating into reality this spring.
Some of the goals set include
winning a Centennial Conference championship, have games
at home during the playoffs and
finally, always have energy in all
aspects of the game. Winning
the conference is still an attainable goal going into the playoffs.
Though the Bears will fall short
on having all homes games this
post season, due to the fact they
had lost to Gettysburg.
Both senior captains agree that
playing with energy has not been
an issue during most of the season.
Going into the playoff the
Bears are looking to have a good
run. If the Bears win two games,
according to Steele, they are guaranteed an NCAA playoff bid. The
Bears will also have their first
playoff game at home, which is
an advantage for them.
The Bears hosted Dickinson
College for the first round of the
Centennial playoffs on April 29.
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Gerard Brown, above, against Eastern on April 4. Brown, a freshman,
has provided a scoring spark with 5 goals and 13 assists.

Thank you for being such
loyal readers all year.
Now is your chance to tell us how we did and
how to improve The Grizzly!

W Tennis: April 29 @ Haverford
M Lax: April 29 vs. Di~kinson
M&W Track: May I @ Muhlenberg
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According Moore, the Bear's
success is attributed to "having a lot of guys returning [from
last season]. .. we came together
a lot thi s pre-season, we have
a lot of fun. Our locker room is
energized ... We are peaking at the
right time and I think we are playIng hard and having. fun at the
same time"
Steele had noted that the Bears
will be graduating eleven seniors
after the season. Tills will be the
largest number of seniors the
Bears have lost in many years.
He also notes most of the leadership on the team comes from the
upperclassmen, and this will be a
Significant blow for next year.
Even though the Bears have

seen tremendous success this
season the Bears have had some
low points. Stratton mentioned
the RPI game a low point in the
season. "We got a little cocky.
We played a game in Long Island Iagainst RPI J and we weren't
ourselves, and from there we
transformed our attitudes and revamped to doing what we needed
to do"
Another blow for the Bears
thi s season was when junior attackman Logan Panaccione had
a significant knee injury. Moore
notes that a lot of younger players had to step up and fill the role
Panccione left .
With success come some great
players. Steele, Moore and Stratton agree that juniors James Fairchild and Brian Neff have been
huge factors in the game plan for
the Bears this season. Fairchild is
a faceoff man, and the trio agrees
that a large portion of the time
they can expect the ball right off
the faceoff this season. This gives
the Bears offense a huge advantage.
Neff, who is a captain, has
been an anchor in the goal for the
Bears . He has appeared in thirteen
games and has almost 800 rnin-
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Please fill out this brief survey and you will be entered for a
chance to win a $20 Wawa. gift card.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/QCMBX6W
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